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President's Report

Summer is now just a fond memory and the fall has

certainly given us a taste of what to expect this winter.

Your Board of Directors has been busy this fall, we have

met each month to discuss projects we will be working

on for next spring.

The Water Committee has continued to do their testing

up to about 3 weeks ago. You can see the results on our

website and check out the update in this newsletter. For

the first time we are going to leave the water level meter

in all winter and we will continue to post our findings on

a monthly basis. This will give us an idea of the changes

in water level along with temperature changes during

freeze up.

Our new edition of the Lake George Calendar is now available, the price is the same

as last year, only $15.00 taxes included. This year’s calendar has great pictures of

Lake George by lake residents, a perfect Christmas stocking stuffer or keepsake for

the whole year. You can get yours from your zone director or from Covey Basics on

Prospect Street. And just in time for Christmas we have Lake George playing cards,

only $10 per pack, also available from your zone director or at Coveys.

We have enjoyed our first year relationship with the Lake George Family Camp

Ground. We have attended meetings during the past year and we are now getting a

better idea of the role the LGHPI can play. It is our hope to work with the

Campground Board to host a few more lake events next year.

We continue to focus on building our membership in the LGHPI. The more members

the stronger the voice we have and the better we can represent the majority of our
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lake residents. Your membership gives you a say in the activities and projects of the

Board. If you are not sure if you paid your membership this year, just contact your

zone director who would be pleased to check for you. If we missed collecting from

you this year you can see your local rep or drop it into Covey Basics on Prospect

Street. It is only $10 for the year!

On behalf of the Board of Directors of the Lake George Habitat Preservation, I would

like to wish everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

Stuart Blair - President LGHPI

Calendar News

Next Year's Photos

The 2015 LGHPI calendar has

recently been printed and now is

available from your Directors or can

be picked up from Coveys at 896

Prospect Street in Fredericton. If you

pick up from Coveys, no previous

order is necessary. You can go into

the store, pay the $15.00 cost (tax

included) and walk out with your

calendar.

Believe it or not, this is our fourth calendar and they are more amazing each year!

BUT

We are always looking for great photos and shots that are “different" . We usually get

lots of July and August photos, and lots of photos of sunsets and wharfs.

• “People in photos“ - are permitted as long as the subjects are not

identifiable.

• “Resolution“ - High resolution photos when enlarged make the best

calendar photos. This year, two photos chosen for the calendar, could

not be used for that reason.

• “Old photos“ - We are still accepting old photos which will be used in

future calendars.

So: Next years’ calendar is in your hands. Getting snapping!
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History Flash Back!

For two summers we were fortunate to have students work for the LGHPI

gathering history of Lake George. Part of their task was to interview long time

residents of the Lake to capture their memories of the times at Lake George. We

would like to share some of these interviews in our newsletters. We hope you enjoy a

little flash from the past as seen by fellow Lake George residents.

Lake George Habitat Preservation

Andrea Bell Interview with Doreen Blair

July 27th, 2011

Andrea Bell: Do you have any fun memories of

the early years you spent at the lake?

Doreen Blair: Well there was my father, Alfie

Horsnell, Lauren Mersereau and Hal

Mersereau and a McDermott. About eight

o’clock every Sunday morning they would

get up and get these black hats on and I

don’t know if they had just shorts on or

what but they would be coming up the

shore doing privy inspections, course in

those days all we had were privies we

didn’t have indoor plumbing.

AB: They just went from cottage to cottage

doing this?

DB: Well, there were only about six cottages, on each side but it was so funny to look

outside and see these characters coming up the shore.

AB: Do you remember some of the people who came to the lake when you first started

coming here in the 1930s?

DB: They were mostly Fredericton or McAdam people and nobody lived on the lake

year-round like they do now. We were what you’d call weekend people I guess.

AB: There are so many people around the lake now; it has become more difficult to

know your neighbors. Do you know when that changed?

DB: That’s true. I guess it would have been around the 60’s or 70’s. We had the

canteen and you got to know people but after that it was busier. We had movies

like a drive in theatre and Stuart and Diane learned to run the machine and all the

kids really liked that.

cont'd on pg.4
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AB: Are you familiar with the history of the lake? Do you know the story of McGeorge?

DB: Well I’ve heard of it, that somebody was shot by a Native. Long before the trailer

park was started there was a graveyard there.

AB: What is personally significant about Lake George to you?

DB: I love Lake George, it has been my home for all these years. I can’t see any other

lake. We have a lot of good memories out there. We had a big family but each one

of us used to take our friends out there. Met a lot of nice people. Everything is

significant because we decided a long time ago that there wasn’t any other lake

than Lake George. The lily pond, we didn’t have motors in those days we had to

row but we always took a trip up the lake to get the white lilies.

AB: How do you feel about your family’s history rooted at the lake?

DB: Both of my children were brought up out there and here they are both living there

now. I don’t know how long they’ll settle there. My sister Marg’s kid’s, they love it

there they live in St John but come up on the weekends and just hate to go home. I

think anyone that grown up on the lake thinks it’s special. My father went to

Grand Lake it was too cold, Yoho Lake was too deep, Harvey Lake he didn’t like

the road in front, went to Magaguadavic Lake and it had the itch. He happened to

find this place at Lake George and that’s where we settled in 1936. It’s grown on

all of us.

Water Quality Committee

Hello all. Well another

summer has come and gone and

your Water Committee continues

its work!

Our big project this year was the

development and production of

the second volume of our

Stewardship Brochure. It has

been printed and distributed to

the zone directors and it is also

available online at the Lake George Habitat Preservation website

(http://www.lakegeorgehpi.ca) under “Publications”. We are very proud of this

document and hope you find it useful. It contains helpful tips and advice on invasive

plants, boat fueling, environmental permitting when working around your lakefront

property, water quality and water level reading graphs and information, and much

more! As indicated we plan to make this part of a series of brochures and are looking

for your suggestions on topics we can cover for future issues.

cont'd on pg.5
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As you may recall from last fall’s newsletter, we had purchased and installed a “data

logger” for measuring the water temperature and the water levels in the lake. We had

removed it from the lake last winter (after some chipping of the ice) and reinstalled it

this spring – this year we are going to try and leave it in through the winter to get a

full year’s readings in the lake. We have presented a graph of this and last year’s

reading in the Stewardship brochure and it is also maintained and current on the

website under “Water Quality”. The information is very interesting! A few of 2014

highlights are:

• 9 °C drop in water temperature from Hurricane Arthur in early July,

• 24 inch rise in water level in the lake as a result of Hurricane Arthur,

and

• The fact that on a clear sunny day the temperature of the lake can rise

as much as 4 °C from morning to afternoon at the 3.5 foot depth of the

meter.

Although the storm caused terrific

damage on the surrounding land, it

may have actually helped the lake.

Our readings indicated that before

the storm we were tracking for the

water to be very, very warm this

summer, perhaps too warm but the

heavy rains from Hurricane Arthur

changed that and the water

temperature did not recover from

the significant July drop until much

later in the summer when the

evenings started to cool down thus

averting any problems. (As you may

recall, if the water is too warm it can be very challenging for fish and other aquatic

life as the warmer the water the less oxygen it can hold for fish to utilize! Given the

shallowness of the lake there are very few places for fish to escape the heat.)

Speaking of water quality, the readings (dissolved oxygen, conductivity, temperature,

pH, and clarity), continued to be recorded this summer. This year we have a new pH

meter (thanks to the Environmental Trust Fund assistance) that we can use to take

readings throughout the water column and even at the bottom of the lake. We can

report that all was well this summer. We hope to continue to take these readings into

the fall. Hurricane Arthur had a pretty dramatic effect on the reduction of the clarity

of the water in July, something which likely slowed the warming of the water (cloudy

water may have prevented deep penetration of the sun and slowing the warming of

the water), but by early August the clarity (Secchi) readings were very good again.

cont'd on pg.6
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Over the winter months we will be deciding on what project to tackle this year. We

have a number of ideas but if you have any please let us know. We are considering

trying to have the water level and temperature readings put onto the website on a

more regular basis next summer (perhaps every Thursday?), but that is still under

consideration, although we currently update the web site monthly, which is more

frequent than we have in the past.

We wanted to add a special note of thanks to John O’Keefe of the Department of

Environment and Local Government. John’s interest in our lake, his ever willingness

to answer questions about water quality matters and share information about the

water readings the Province takes, as well as his attendance at our and many other

lake association meetings to demonstrate his support are very much acknowledged

and appreciated. Thank you John!

As always we love to hear your feedback so please don’t hesitate to drop us a line or

speak to your zone director or any of the Board members with your comments or

suggestions. Have a great Winter season everyone!

Membership and Communications Committee Report

This is the last issue of Lake George Reflections for 2014. On behalf of the

LGHPI Board I extend sincere appreciation to the membership for your support of

ongoing efforts to keep our Lake George protected and healthy.

Our members are reminded that we WANT and ENCOURAGE your input. We welcome

your suggestions, ideas, subject matter, and issues you feel need to be considered by

the Board and/or membership. If there is a topic or theme of particular interest

related to lake life, no doubt it is of interest to others – perhaps your observation of

birds and water fowl sightings that are uncommon in these parts, animal sightings,

plants that are different than those to which we are accustomed. It can’t be stated

enough that this is YOUR Lake George to comprise OUR Lake George. Let’s hear

from you! !

At last count the membership is down in number over 2013-2014 . The Board has

reviewed the names, made note of those who have moved from the area, sold their

property , or who have passed on.

There are 65 former members who have not renewed to date – this number is
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significant and your Board is interested in reaching out to the folks who haven’t yet

submitted their $10 dues. We have three (3) categories of membership including:

• Plan A - Family membership 1 – property owner in the Lake George

Watershed area. Includes spouse and dependent children.

• Plan B - Family membership 2 – legal adult children of property owners

in Plan A. Includes spouse and dependent children.

• Plan C - Associate membership – general public. This is a non-voting

membership.

Along with the gift of an annual $10 membership (yes, I’m determined to increase

count with the 65 PLUS! ! ) you can find great Christmas gift ideas from our

Merchandise Inventory -- and we have a ‘clearance’ selection – check the web page for

great $$deals$$ http://www.lakegeorgehpi.ca/

Within this edition of Reflections you will see reminders that the 2015 Lake George

Calendars are now available. The selection committee was faced with a difficult task

of choosing the photos to be included. A HUGE Thank You to all who submitted your

pictures! You will also notice a new item of merchandise; a deck of playing cards.

A theme of ‘Old Lake George’ is suggested for a future calendar. Lake George and the

surrounding area has quite a history from the stories of George McGeorge being shot

by a Native; various land owners who originally settled here; the sell-off of property or

sub-division of farmland to cottage properties; cottages that were sold to new owners;

the antimony mine that was a viable operation both to the employer of the era as well

as the employees; and the roads that have been built allowing access to various areas

around the lake. We are asking anyone with connections to Lake George to please do

some digging in your photo albums, old journals, newspaper clippings, etc. for items

that can be included. I repeat, Our Lake George has an interesting history. Let’s get

these facts into print and picture in 2015.

Thank you for allowing me to serve as a member of the LGHPI Board. It is an ongoing

learning experience which is rewarding on so many levels, enhanced by the energy

and enthusiasm of the other members.

To you my ‘co-culprits’ serving on the Board, I sincerely extend gratitude to you for

your input, and most importantly for your patience specifically related to my ‘non-

techie’ skills! ! ! I leave each meeting reminding myself of what a great team we have

and a chuckle or more on which to reflect --- although the meeting topics are of

significant nature there is ALWAYS laughter around the table! Great job shared

among a great group!

To all, I wish you a Merry Christmas filled with Blessings, Joy, and Family! and may

2015 be yours to enjoy to its fullest in Love, Life, and Laughter!

Respectfully submitted, Lynne.




